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Agenda
Synthetic Data for Finance

• Use Cases: Why would synthetic data be useful?

• New Methods: How do ML-based approaches work?

• Illustration: Time-Series Generative Adversarial Network

• Evaluation: When can we take synthetic for real?

• Next Steps: What have we learned, and where do we go? What I cannot create,  
I do not understand. 

Richard Feynman
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Why does finance need synthetic data?
Use Cases from privacy to machine learning for trading

• Regulation: enable usage or sharing of information while protecting real data


• Address gaps and weaknesses of real data: 


• Create data around rare events from crises to fraud that is scarce by nature


• Overcome training data shortages that risk model and backtest overfitting


• Ensure data reflects all current and future customer or market characteristics


• Off-premise training: move model data into the cloud or other less safe 
environments
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How does machine learning help generate data?
From model-based simulation to data-driven deep learning

• Traditional approach: simulation based on stochastic models fitted to data


• Downside: often misses stylized facts like fat tails and volatility clustering


• Challenging to condition results on arbitrary asset or environment attributes


• Deep Generative Learning to the rescue:

The most interesting idea in ML in 
the last decade 
Yann LeCunn

• In 2014, Adversarial Networks explode on the scene 


• Famously applied to images, their application has since 
expanded into various domains
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How do Generative Adversarial Networks work?
With a zero-sum game to diverse, realistic synthetic data

• A GAN sets up a competition between two networks to simultaneously learn the 
generative process behind some class of data by playing a minimax strategy


• The generator networks receives a reward for tricking the discriminator into 
mistaking fake data for real, and vice versa

Ian Goodfellow
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GAN invention spawns major surge in research
From photos, style transfer, text-to-image and music - to time series

• Capabilities improve rapidly through better design and training methods


• Over 500 GAN architectures by 2018 for wide range of generative applications


• Conditional models shape the output via additional input signals


• But challenges remain as simultaneous, interdependent training lacks robustness


• Mode collapse: generator output lacks diversity


• Discriminator dominates generator


• Models do not converge
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GANs for (Financial) Time Series Data
From medical to financial time series

• Recurrent (Conditional) GAN for short ICU time-series (ETH Zuerich, 2017)


• Goal: train early warning system on synthetic data generated from 18,000 
patients (T=16), conditioned on patient state


• Introduces Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), tailored to translating one 
sequence into another, for both generator and discriminator


• New task-focused evaluation method: train on synthetic data, test on real 
data => only minor degradation vs train on real, test on real


• Checks the model not just reproduces the training data (thus violating privacy)
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GANs for (Financial) Time Series Data
Taking a step back: how similar are financial and image data?

• Images are far from white noise => much higher signal/noise ratio


• Pixel values live in range [0, 255], while financial time series are rarely 
stationary => only small sample with similar distribution


• To be useful, synthetic data need to reflect key stylized facts:


• Fat tails imply few samples of extreme values


• Need to reflect (auto-)correlation present in (multivariate) real time series


• How could GANs adjust the generative process to shape their output 
accordingly?
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Time-Series Generative Adversarial Network
Yoon et al. (Google / Cambridge), NEURIPS 2019

• Goal: preserve the temporal dynamics so that synthetic sequences respect 
the relationships 


• between variables


• across time


• Approach: Generate realistic data by combining “the flexibility of the 
unsupervised paradigm with the control afforded by supervised training”.


• Learn to reduce the dimensionality while optimizing for supervised and 
adversarial objectives so the network adheres to the dynamics during training
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Time-Series Gan Architecture
Joint training: 2 networks, 4 components, 3 loss functions

1. Unsupervised adversarial loss 
on real and synthetic 
sequences 

2. Supervised loss (minimized by 
training both the embedding 
and generator networks) 
captures the stepwise 
conditional distribution 

3. The embedding network 
reduces the dimensionality of 
the adversarial learning space, 
assuming that temporal 
dynamics are driven by fewer, 
lower-dimensional factors.
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Time-Series GAN in Practice
Code available on GitHub

• One of the few time-series GAN examples with code (also: RCGAN)


• For book chapter 21, port original implementation to TF2 and simplify


• Replicate authors’ experiments with short time series (T=24)


• Closing prices for six stocks instead of OHLCV for one stock


• Add experiments to 


• evaluate scalability and 


• test suitability for returns
https://github.com/stefan-jansen/machine-learning-for-trading

https://github.com/stefan-jansen/machine-learning-for-trading
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How to evaluate the quality of synthetic time-series data?
Daily close price series (T=24) for six stocks (history since 1990)

The TimeGAN authors use three criteria to assess the generated data:

1. Diversity: the distribution of the synthetic samples should roughly match 
that of the real data


2. Fidelity: the sample series should be indistinguishable from the real data, 
and 


3. Usefulness: the synthetic data should be as useful as their real counterparts 
for solving a predictive task
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Assessing diversity: visualization using PCA and t-SNE
A simple qualitative tool: how similar are the distributions?
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Assessing fidelity: time series classification performance
Can an off-the-shelf classifier differentiate real and synthetic series?

• Performance after training on 80% of labelled real and synthetic data
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Assessing usefulness: train on synthetic, test on real
Can a model learn to predict a real timestep from synthetic data?

• Performance on predicting the last step in the sequence after training on 
synthetic and real data, respectively
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Does Time-Series GAN scale?
63-day close price series, 50 randomly picked tickers

• Training data: S&P500 constituents, daily pricing, 2007-2021, by 

Price plots for randomly sampled 63-day periods for 10 tickers
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Does Time-Series GAN scale?
On visual inspection, synthetic series and distributions match source

Price distributions for random sample of 2,500 63-day periods (~8%)
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Does Time-Series GAN scale?
However, the synthetic data do not cover the entire real sample space

Visualizations for random sample of 2,500 63-day periods (~8%)
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Does Time-Series GAN scale?
How about daily returns?
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Does Time-Series GAN scale?
The lower temporal dynamic of returns further reduces the fidelity of the data.
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Time-Series GAN Takeaways
Promising, but not yet ready for prime time (out of the box)

• Using a small dataset, TimeGAN creates synthetic data that, to some extent, 
mimic actual stock price series.


• While far from conclusive about our ability to create artificial data that is, in 
fact, useful for model training and backtesting, it’s a promising first step.


• There are numerous avenues to build on this architecture by refining the 
configuration and the training process
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What have we learned and what’s next?
Generating realistic time-series data is hard - but there is progress

• More recent research adds to the Time-Series GAN results:


• QuantGAN (Wiese, et al 2019): Temporal Convolutional Network generates 
a daily log-S&P500 series (T=2,400) that outperforms a GARCH(1, 1) model


• CorrGAN (Martí, 2020): sampling realistic correlation matrices


• Models using the signature of a rough path and learn with fewer samples:


• Generating Financial Markets with Signatures (Buehler, et al 2020)


• Conditional Sig-Wasserstein GAN (Ni, et al 2020)
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ML for Trading: end-to-end strategy workflow
On over 800 pages and 150 notebooks, the book demonstrates how ML can add value to algorithmic trading. 

Four parts and 24 chapters cover:


• key aspects of data sourcing, financial feature engineering, and 
portfolio management, 


• the design and evaluation of long-short strategies based on a 
broad range of ML algorithms, 


• how to extract tradeable signals from financial text data like SEC 
filings, earnings call transcripts or financial news, 


• using deep learning models like CNN and RNN with financial and 
alternative data, how to generate synthetic data with GANs, and 
training a trading agent using deep reinforcement learning. 
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Stefan Jansen, Founder of Applied AI

• Stefan is the founder and Lead Data Scientist at Applied AI. He advises 
Fortune 500 companies, investment firms and startups across industries 
on data & AI strategy, building data science teams, and developing 
machine learning solutions. 

• Before his current venture, he was a partner and managing director at an 
international investment firm where he built the predictive analytics and 
investment research practice. He also was a senior executive at a global 
fintech company with operations in 15 markets.

• Earlier, he advised Central Banks in emerging markets, consulted for the 
World Bank, helped raise $35m from the Gates Foundation to cofound 
the Alliance for Financial Inclusion, and has worked in six languages 
across Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

• Stefan holds Master degrees in Computer Science from Georgia Tech 
and in Economics from Harvard and Free University Berlin and is a CFA 
Charterholder. He has also been teaching data science at Datacamp and 
General Assembly.

Strategy, research, implementation and training around ML for Trading

https://generalassemb.ly/instructors/stefan-jansen/10046
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